BREEDERS’ CUP JUVENILE CHEAT SHEET
CAMP HOPE

Classier

PRO Won for fun in his debut at 10-1; potential to keep improving.

PRO Won with ease around one turn first out, but bred to excel around
two turns.

CON Wheeling back on short rest and time was nothing special.

Con Like other last-out graduates, faces a potentially daunting task
facing winners here.

King Fury

Sittin on Go

PRO Gutted out a victory in the Street Sense following a no-show in the
Breeders’ Futurity.

PRO Has passed the eye test in both starts to date, including the onemile Iroquois at Churchill.

CON Like stablemate Camp Hope, returning on short rest; Churchill
specialist so far.

CON Form of the Iroquois hasn’t been flattered by second- and thirdplace finishers.

Reinvestment Risk

Dreamer’s Disease

PRO Among the fastest of his generation so far, could improve a lot
stretching out.

PRO Beat a next-out winner when taking a two-turn allowance
over this track

CON Well held by Jackie’s Warrior and simply might not be good
enough to turn the tables.

CON Has blown hot and cold through four starts; took
advantage as lone speed in both wins.

Likeable

NEXT

PRO Won with ease second out after missing narrowly in his debut.

PRO Rebounded from summertime loss to win twice, including trackand-distance allowance by nearly 12 lengths.

CON Tough spot in which to face winners for the first time;
improvement required.

CON Not severely tested in latter off-the-turf test; faces other speed
here.

Essential Quality

Hot Rod Charlie

PRO Has won convincingly both starts, including the Breeders’ Futurity
over this track and distance.

PRO Addition of blinkers and a slow pace aided in belated
breakthrough last time.

CON Enjoyed an ideal trip in the Futurity, will likely have to come from
farther off the pace here.

CON Needed four starts to break his maiden; takes steep hike in class.

Keepmeinmind

Rombauer

PRO Outran expectations when a clear second in the Breeders’ Futurity
at odds of 52-1

PRO Dirt debut in the American Pharoah a solid effort despite a
shaky start, wide trip.

CON Still a maiden through two starts, and hard to back that kind in a
race of this stature.

CON American Pharoah perhaps not the strongest prep as
dominated by turf graduates.

Jackie’s Warrior

Calibrate

PRO Has dominated his peers so far and found another explosive gear
when stepping up in trip last time.

PRO Connections must think highly of him after disappointing at short
odds in the Breeders’ Futurity.

CON Untested so far around two turns and easy lead no guarantee
this time.

CON Futurity run might be truly indicative of his relative talent.
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